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the canadian market for all-electric drive systems has grown due to the falling costs of lithium-ion
batteries. last month, the canadian federal government announced a $100 million commitment to
support infrastructure development, including charging stations and research, and developing a

network of charging stations in the regions across canada where electric vehicle growth is expected
to be significant. in october, the government of canada committed $2.5 million towards the

development of electric vehicle charging infrastructure across canada and in british columbia in a
partnership with the bc government and vancouver city hall. the province of british columbia has

pledged $6.7 million towards the province’s new electric vehicle strategy. at the consumer
electronics show (ces) in las vegas, nevada, in january, 2016, the city of vancouver announced a
partnership with vancouver gas inc. (vgi) to introduce a new green space-based on-street electric

vehicle (ev) charging network in downtown vancouver. the partnership will enable new green space-
based on-street ev charging stations across downtown vancouver, capitalizing on the city of

vancouver’s sprawling green spaces and growing population of electric vehicles. learn more about
our electric vehicle powertrain systems. https://www.concord-mart.com as the torque changes so do
all the parameters in the simulation such as change the friction coefficient on pistons, valves, and
bearings. a full range of factors are taken into account such as camber, spring rates, oil and fuel

flow, spark timing, compression, and more. the end result of a complete simulation is the ability to
project the horsepower of a motor during a complete performance analysis. this is significant since it

helps prevent the common engine stall scenario. a stall is when a motor does not have enough
torque to move the piston and generate power. in this scenario the back emf becomes too high so
the generator is no longer able to deliver current. the engine is blocked and no more horsepower is

produced.
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psat is a highly scalable modeling platform for virtual vehicle control, multi-engine, multi-vehicle
analysis, and parallel computing. it is a discrete-event, real-time, multi-threaded, object-oriented,
computer simulation that simulates the fundamental processes (e.g., fuel injection, engine torque,

engine speed, etc.) in a vehicle's powertrain to model the vehicle's internal combustion engine, fuel
system, transmission, driveline, and control system dynamics. it is developed using a modular
modeling architecture that enables developers to create a new vehicle model or enhance the

existing model by incrementally adding or replacing model elements. the psat modeling environment
is developed in c++ and c# for windows and linux platforms and supports integration of most of the
industry-standard simulation tools (e.g., matlab, simulink, vensim, and mathematica). the detailed
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model of the vehicle powertrain is modeled in simulink for defining the state space model. this, in
turn, is used to define the input and output nodes of the model. cfd is a leading simulation

technology used for many areas of industry, including the powertrain of a car or truck. it is also used
for many other areas of research such as the environment, combustion engines, aerospace, and fluid

dynamics. cfd is designed for use in areas where you need to solve for the flow of fluids such as
gases, liquids, or slurry. the software is designed for use with mathematical solvers such as finite

difference methods, finite element methods, and finite volume methods. cfd uses approximations to
solve for the flow of fluids. the approximations are used to reduce the amount of math to be solved
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